Availability of nucleosome positioning pattern(s) is crucial for chromatin studies. The matrix form of the pattern has been recently derived (I. Gabdank, D. Barash, E. N. Trifonov. J Biomol Struct Dyn 26, 403-412 (2009), and E. N. Trifonov. J Biomol Struct Dyn 27, 741-746 (2010)). In its simplified linear form it is described by the motif CGRAAATTTYCG. Oligonucleotide components of the motif (say, triplets GRA, RAA, AAA, etc.) would be expected to appear in eukaryotic sequences more frequently. In this work we attempted the reconstruction of the bendability patterns for 13 genomes by a novel approach-extension of highest frequency trinucleotides. The consensus of the patterns reconstructed on the basis of trinucleotide frequencies in 13 eukaryotic genomes is derived: CRAAAATTTTYG. It conforms to the earlier established sequence motif. The reconstruction, thus, attests to the universality of the nucleosome DNA bendability pattern.
Introduction
Nucleosome positioning is one of the current 'hot' issues and the various approaches and hypotheses on what positions nucleosomes are discussed extensively in recent publications, particularly in an issue of this journal devoted exclusively to this subject (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . One of the major factors affecting the nucleosome positioning is DNA sequence. Sequence-dependent nucleosome positioning is believed to be largely dependent on DNA deformability properties. The sequence pattern(s) associated with efficient bending of nucleosome DNA may be described by the nucleosome DNA bendability matrix (14, 15) that represents the typical 10-base sequence motif periodically repeating along the nucleosome DNA. First complete matrix of bendability has been recently derived (16) from very large database of nucleosome DNA sequences of C. elegans (17) . It describes preferential positions of eight dinucleotides (CG, GG, GA, AA, AT, TT, TC and CC) within one period of the nucleosome DNA. Its simplified linear form is a continuous sequence motif CGRAAATTTYCG. An almost identical sequence motif, CGGRAATTYCCG, is theoretically derived by minimization of unstacking of the bases and base pairs during deformation of DNA in the nucleosome (18). Since eukaryotic sequences are A+T rich, the more appropriate version of the latter motif would be rather CGGAAATTTCCG. Both C. elegans bendability motif, and the minimal unstacking motif, thus, are satisfied by common CGRAAATTTYCG, the C. elegans motif.
Periodical repetition of this motif would correspond to DNA sequence ideally suited for the unidirectional bending of the DNA in the nucleosome. Such ideal repetitive pattern has been recently shown to accurately, within one base, predict the highest accuracy experimentally mapped nucleosome positions (19, 20) . To the best of our knowledge the only other technique that has comparable mapping
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The authors, the publisher, and the right holders grant the right to use, reproduce, and disseminate the work in digital form to all users. accuracy is the computational procedure based on analysis of deformation of base pair stacks, primarily, YR and RY (10) . It does not provide, however, the full sequence description of the nucleosome positioning pattern.
The ideal nucleosome would be exceptionally stable, while the natural nucleosomes are typically of only marginal stability. This means that only small proportion of the properly positioned dinucleotides of the ideal pattern is actually present in nucleosome DNA, that is, every given nucleosome DNA sequence would be a punctuated version of the ideal pattern. Only short oligonucleotides would appear instead of the complete motif. If this is the case, then one would expect that the oligonucleotides (di-, tri-, tetranucleotides,...) of which the hypothetical pattern is built are more often found in the genomic sequences. As it is demonstrated below, indeed, the triplets GAA, AAA, AAT, ATT, TTT, and TTC are amongst the most frequently occurring in thirteen diverse eukaryotic genomes (21) analyzed in this work. By linking the partially overlapping triplets of high occurrence the extension sequence motifs were derived. They turned out to be nearly identical for almost all eukaryotes analyzed, and very similar to the nucleosome DNA bendability pattern derived earlier (16, 18) . In binary [R, Y] form they all are indistinguishable from one another.
Methods and Sequences

Sequences
Masking of Repeats
In genome sequences of C. elegans, D. rerio, D. melanogaster, G. gallus, H. sapiens and M . musculus all repeats have been removed. In genome of S. cerevisiae only simple repeats were masked. Positions of the repeats for all masked genomes were downloaded from genome.ucsc.edu using UCSC Table Browser (22).
Positions of Various Sequence Types
Coordinates of exons, introns and intergenic sequences of C. elegans were downloaded from genome.ucsc.edu using UCSC Table Browser (RefGene table) (ibid).
Generation of Triplet Extension Patterns
Pattern generation was done on the basis of oligonucleotide frequencies for respective genomes (see Supplement) as described in the text. New trinucleotides are added iteratively until some substring appears for the second time. This means that the same substring will appear further in a periodic manner. The likeliest extensions of trinucleotides AAA and TTT are higher homo-oligonucleotides A n and T n of uncertain length. Such extension is eventually interrupted by connecting to XAA and AAX triplets (XTT and TTX, respectively). The typical output of the extension
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procedure is a string of various repeats, 
AA-periodicity Analysis
Distance distribution analysis was done by scoring distances between AA dinucleotides. Every major type of sequences (exons, intron and intergenic sequences) was calculated separately. To filter strong trinucleotide periodicity characteristic of protein coding sequences (23), the raw distance histogram for exons was smoothed by a sliding window of 3 bases.
Results and Discussion
Extensions of the Most frequent Triplets, C. Elegans
The genome of C. elegans manifests clear periodicities of nearly all dinucleotides (21). The most frequent triplets in this genome are AAA, TTT, ATT, AAT, GAA, TTC,... (Figure 1 ).
The extension motifs can be assembled by fusing the triplet ABC with the most frequent triplet of xAB family (upstream extension) and the most frequent triplet of BCx family (downstream). In information theory this procedure is known as Shannon N-gram extension (24). Extending the AAA triplet, thus, would result in the sequence A n , or (A) in notation used in the paper for any repetition with uncertain number of repeats. The nucleosome positioning pattern GRAAATTTYC, as well as all its versions, obey the earlier established alternating binary pattern (R 5 Y 5 ) (15, 25) . This means that if the reconstruction by extension suggests some motifs containing more than 5 purines or 5 pyrimidines in a row, these motifs should correspond to some other messages carried by the sequences. Thus, the AAA triplet can only be extended to AAAAA. If the continuations of the (A) string are performed probabilistically, by taking into account frequencies (probabilities) of other YAA and AAY triplets, the repeating (A) will continue most often in CAAAAAT, as both CAA and AAT triplets are also at the top of the list. Further continuation by utilizing each time the most likely possible extension results in (CAAAAATTTT)CAAAAATTTTTG(AAAATTTTTG).
Only one copy of each of the external repeats -(CAAAAATTTT) and (AAAATTTTTG) -is included in the central part CAAAAATTTTTG, with AT in the middle. The extension derived can be viewed as part of repeating (RAAAATTTTY) which is consistent with C. elegans DNA bendability motif calculated from the nucleosome DNA sequences (with RA = GR and TY = YC). This suggests that the pattern obtained by triplets extension, indeed, reflects the nucleosome pattern. This suggestion is supported by triplet extensions of other genomes (see Figure 3) . Similar results are derived for di-and tetranucleotides (data not shown).
Important property of the extension sequence is its complementary symmetry (with AT at the center). This is due to almost ideal parity (equal occurrence) of respective complementary triplets. Indeed, frequency ratios are AAA/TTT = 1.00036, ATT/AAT = 1.00088 and GAA/TTC = 1.00116. There are two reasons for such parity to occur. First, it is due to second parity rule of Chargaff (e.g., 26). Second, it may also be caused by the complementary symmetry of DNA bendability pattern (18). Indeed, if, say, the frequent triplet GAA is a part of the bendability pattern, its complement TTC should be frequent as well. Actually, the principal symmetry of the DNA bendability pattern could be one of contributions to the manifestation of the second parity rule of Chargaff.
The CG dinucleotides are least frequent in eukaryotic genomes. Yet they, apparently, play an important role in the nucleosome positioning, as witnessed by the standard DNA bendability motif CGRAAATTTYCG. It would be, therefore, interesting to see what sort of sequence will be formed if the extension procedure is started from the most frequent CG-containing triplets. In C. elegans these are CGA and TCG triplets (scores 759,278 and 756,713, respectively, see Supplement). Their immediate extension (fusion) is TCGA. The continuations involve the topmost TTC and GAA (see Figure 1) , and further extensions result in (AAAAATTTTC) AAAAATTTTCGAAAATTTTT(GAAAATTTTT), with CG at the center. It conforms to AT-central motif RAAAATTTTY built from the most frequent triplets (Figure 1) .
Thus, the CGRAAATTTYCG bendability pattern derived from the nucleosome DNA sequences of C. elegans is confirmed by an independent pattern extension analysis that results in a very similar consistent motif YRAAAATTTTYR. Important to note, that extension starting from AAA and TTT, but continuing rather by next topmost triplets GAA and TTC is possible as well. It leads to the R 5 Y 5 motif GAAAATTTTC, also matching the bendability pattern.
The motif as reconstructed by the Shannon extension is only 10-11 bases long, rather than 125-145 bases for the whole length of the nucleosome DNA. The reason is that the motif starts and ends with comparatively rare YR steps (especially CG and TA). These elements may extend rather in unrelated patterns, thus, interrupting the would be expected periodical build-up from the centered most frequent elements (see also above on extensions from the CG-containing triplets).
The repetition of any part of the pattern with the period 10.4 bases, therefore, would be diagnostic of presence of the nucleosomes (27) in the respective sequences. Such periodicities of the dinucleotide components of the pattern have been documented, indeed, in the genome of C. elegans (21, 27, 28) . A-tracts of length 3 or longer have been found to be periodical in yeast nucleosomes (29). The tetranucleotides GAAA, AAAA, AAAT and TTTT of C. elegans are also shown to display the 10-11 base periodicity (30). In the Figure 2 the normalized autocorrelation plots for AA dinucleotides are shown for three major classes of the sequences -exons, introns and intergenic sequences. All show the same oscillations, though with somewhat different relative amplitudes. That would suggest that the patterns reconstructed from the respective triplet frequencies (see Supplement) should be very similar. This is the case, indeed.
AT-based pattern for exons and intergenic sequences is identical (seed AAA for former and TTT for later): (CAAAAATTTT)CAAAAATTTTTG(AAAATTTTTG), with central part CAAAAATTTTTG. The CG-based pattern for exons and intergenic sequences (seed CGA for both) is (CAAAAATTTT)CAAAAATTTTCGAAAATTTTTG (AAAATTTTTG), both conforming to YRAAAATTTTYR -as for the whole-genome sequence pattern above. For introns the AT-based pattern (seed TTT) is somewhat different from the above: (AAAAATTTTT)AAAAATTTTT(AAAAATTTTT). CG-based pattern (seed TCG): AAAAATTTTCGAAAATTTTT. The consensus of the patterns for introns is YRAAAATTTTYR, again, as for the whole-genome.
Interestingly, the AA-oscillations in the exon sequences span only about 30-40 bases (Figure 2 ), contrary to intergenic and intron sequences. The length of 
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exons, often as short, may contribute to the decay. The observation would also suggest that the nucleosome positioning pattern in exons resides primarily in (amphipathic) alpha-helices (31-33) which have typical size of 12 amino acids (36 bases). Indeed, if, e.g., the charged side of the amphipathic helix is formed by lysine residues, the respective coding sequence would contain AAN triplets, separated by one turn of alpha-helix, ~3.5 amino acid residues -~10.5 bases of the protein coding sequence. The DNA sequence of the nucleosomes located on the exons, thus, apparently, carries two overlapping sequence-wise similar messages (34, 35), sharing, in particular, the 10-11 base periodical AA dinucleotides.
The periodicity revealed in exon sequences suggests that prokaryotic genomes, largely protein-coding, should be periodical as well which is the case, indeed (28, 33) . Moreover, the predominant Shannon extension patterns for prokaryotes are often very similar to the eukaryotic patterns (work in progress). This is suggestive of early coevolution of two similar periodic patterns: the amphipathic motif and (histone-like) protein recognition motif ("anticipation" of emergence of nucleosome structure).
Extension patterns Derived from other Eukaryotic genomes
AT-based Patterns
Another genome, known to display periodicities of almost all dinucleotides is S. cerevisiae (21, 36) . Derivation of the triplet extension pattern in this case results in CAAAAATTTTTG exactly the same as in C. elegans.
The topmost triplet extension sequence motifs for all genomes analyzed (with the excessive flanking repeats removed) are shown in the Figure 3 . The C. reinhardtii genome stands out, being G+C rich, contrary to all other genomes, and having the most frequent triplet GGC. All other genomes, however, conform to the Y RRRRR YYYYY R sequence, with majority consensus Y RAAAA TTTTY R, a close match to the whole-genome C. elegans pattern. The derivation of the nucleosome DNA bendability pattern for the problematic genome of C. reinhardtii would require more elaborate analysis, involving the nucleosome DNA database for this specie. 
CG-based Patterns
CG-based triplet extension sequence motifs for all genomes analyzed (with the excessive flanking repeats removed) are shown in the Figure 4 . Patterns of four of the species fail to match to majority consensus which is Y RAAAA TTTTY R, the same as the consensus pattern derived from the topmost triplets ( Figure 3) . Notably, in these failing cases the triplets overlapping with the CG core are not amongst the most frequent ones (see Supplement tables). That is, apparently, there are other CG-containing motifs, different from majority consensus, which in these cases are more frequent. Considering multiplicity of the codes (patterns) carried by the sequences (34, 35) this result, perhaps, is not surprising. As it follows from earlier studies (37) the human nucleosomes do not display any periodicity of AA and TT dinucleotides. Instead, the CC and GG dinucleotides appear periodical. This is not in full agreement with the pattern ...AAA TTTCC GGAAA TTT... derived by extension from CGG triplets of human DNA (Figure 4 ) that suggests the contribution of AA and TT as well. This apparent discrepancy will be, probably, resolved when large database of human nucleosome DNA sequences will be analyzed. Notably, both approximate pattern descriptions (37, and this work) are satisfied by common ...Y RRRRR YYYYY R... pattern (see also 38).
The failure of some of the extensions to conform to the majority consensus demonstrates that the technique has its limitations. It also shows that most of the eukaryotic genomes studied do conform to the nucleosome positioning standard YRAAAATTTTYR which is a close match to the C. elegans pattern CGRAAATT-TYCG (16) and to CGGRAATTYCCG derived directly from deformation properties of base pair stacks of DNA (18). For derivation of a final nucleosome positioning pattern for a given genome or sequence type one has to resort to a large database of respective nucleosome DNA sequences, and generate complete matrices of bendability, rather than their linear consensus sequence approximations.
Conclusions
The simple triplet extension procedure described above demonstrated unexpectedly high potential for detection of prevalent hidden sequence patterns. It showed that respective regular expressions can be opened to the forms consistent with the nucleosome DNA bendability pattern obtained from nucleosome database of
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C. elegans (16) . Inspection of the extension patterns for various genomes strongly suggests that the nucleosome DNA bendability motif of all species is universal. First, it is consistent with the alternating (R 5 Y 5 ) pattern. Second, the derived sequence motifs are good match to generated earlier more detailed patterns.
As the analysis above demonstrates, the oligonucleotide composition of the eukaryotic genomes is significantly biased to satisfy requirements of nucleosome formation. Other codes contained in the sequences (34, 35) should also have caused some biases in favor of respective oligonucleotides characteristic for the codes. That, however, did not interfere with the pattern reconstructions described. Apparently, the chromatin code (nucleosome positioning) is a major code of the eukaryotic genome sequences. Strong periodicity of AA dinucleotides in all sequence types of C. elegans genome also attests to that conclusion.
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